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Open Brief / Open Letter

to

- Ingrid Betancourt in the Universe -

03 april 2008

Dear Ingrid,

We are not going to divulge all the Universal-secrets on planet Earth today, aren't we!?
Nóóóó, we won't....

My life is 12 hours Earth, 12 hours Universe.
Yours must be 20 hours Universe and 4 hours Earth by now.
Poor woman, you must feel as if you are  the Goddesses for Recycling in this Milk Way-system!
You were forced to land on  coördinates  to far away from the Sun... Oei, oei, oei...
When you can't find the strength for departure, you will die.
Your spirits will be so powerfull beyond our Galaxy...

Oké, you want to be President on Earth, but you are forced to waste your life in the Jungle. 
I'm an allmost President  on this shitt-planet ,  against my own will and I'm taken hostage in the 
International Criminal Court. 

We would better stop talking...
I promis you,  when I do get the Nobelprize for Love, I shall share it with you.
Not that I expect people will be intelligent enough for the excistence of the Nobelprize for Love on 
Earth... But when I get it, its because I have used the Web for the purposes it was designed for, early on.
Talk to eachother from truth, forget manipulations and endless lies. Build NLFs in our Solar-system.

Oh, forget the Vatican. Don't waste your energy on it.
The believers overthere refused to help me. Now I'm permitted to smoke them out!
Oh yes, I will.....

I wish you a save journey, Ingrid Betancourt.
Home or beyond human kind.

Have a  zooming day,
desiree stokkel 
donkerelaan 39 
2061 jk bloemendaal nederland      
+31 23 5279457
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